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Mr President of the Palestinian Red Crescent Society, 
Mr Director of Al Quds Hospital, 
Ladies and Gentlemen, 
 
It is a great pleasure for me to be with you today for the 

celebration of the completion of the rehabilitation works of the 
Emergency Department at the Al Quds hospital.  

 
France was one of the very first countries to answer the 

call launched by PRCS for the reconstruction of Al Quds 
hospital which was severely damaged during the Israeli military 
operation of 2008-2009. 

 
President Sarkozy announced a 2 million euros 

contribution to the reconstruction in March 2009 at the Charm el 
Sheikh conference. A fast track study was then implemented by 
the French Development Agency AFD for a commitment that 
was given in June 2009. 

 
The financing agreement between the French government 

and the PRCS was signed less than a year later, on November 
18th 2009 by the French Minister of Foreign and European 
Affairs, Bernard Kouchner, and the Vice President of PRCS, Dr. 
Sabri Abdallah 

 
 While willing to tackle an urgent situation France at the 

same time decided as well to meet the plans of PRCS for 
reorganising and strengthening the services of the hospital.  

 
The French support focused on the corner stone of the 

hospital : the emergency department. We decided not only to 



restore the capacity of this department but to improve also its 
quality, its functionality, and its diagnosis capacity.  

 
 
The Al Quds project was one of the very few projects for 

which entrance of materials was possible this year, further to 
high level discussions between the French and the Israeli 
governments. We had the first crossing of aggregate and 
cement trough Karni and Kerem Shalom on the 13th of May. 
Since that time, the AFD team accompanied on the Israeli side 
each of the 19 trucks which entered Gaza during the last 6 
months for this project, whereas our colleagues from the French 
consulate antenna in Gaza accompanied the trucks here. 
 
The involvement from the French side was very strong for this 
project. Nevertheless, we could not have succeeded alone. The 
achievement we are celebrating today is the result of an 
important team work and efforts from all the stakeholders. 
 

 Therefore I would like to congratulate all those who took 
part in this achievement :  

 
o The French Development Agency who’s financing this 

project and manage coordination with the Israeli 
authorities, its Director Hervé Conan along with his 
deputy Simon Goutner, 

o The Palestinian Red Crescent Society and in 
particular Dr. Joudeh, director of Al Quds hospital, 
who’s hosting us today and his dedicated team 

o The Imad Al Ashqar construction Company which 
spent a lot of efforts to keep the timeframe for the 
works 

o The EMCC consulting firm which supervised the 
works and who always provided good advice  

 
 
 



The works coming now to their end, we will be able to 
organise soon the delivery of the medical equipment that will be 
financed by France. 

 
This project supported by France goes indeed beyond the 

rehabilitation works we are inaugurating today, as it will provide 
high-performance radiology and laboratory equipment, as well 
as training for the maintenance and the management of these 
equipment.  
  

I see today the satisfaction and the enthusiasm of PRCS 
staff regarding this inauguration. This makes me confident that 
this emergency service will be soon fully operational and will 
provide the best services for the people of the Gaza strip. 
Based on the discussion I had this morning with PRCS Team, I 
have the feeling that beyond the inauguration of a new service, 
it is in fact the rebirth of the Al Quds hospital in Gazathat we are 
witnessing. 
 

.  
 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 
 

As I said, responding to the PRCS call was a priority for 
France after Cast Lead operation. But I would like to stress that 
Gaza continues to be a top priority area for our action. 

  
We are aiming at securing the real conditions that will 

enable the reconstruction and the economic development of 
Gaza which means that imports of raw materials and 
construction materials by the private sector and exports of all 
goods should be authorized. The innovative project funded by 
AFD to support growth market of the IT sector in Gaza, and 
support to fishermen or to farmers for land rehabilitation are 
some examples of our intervention in favour of the private 
sector in Gaza. 

  



Beside this goal we are committed to the continuation and 
completion of the several projects that we are carrying out here 
such as the construction of the North Gaza Waste Water 
Treatment plant for which AFD provides 16M€, which means 
50% of the total cost. NGEST project is crucial for the 
environmental, social, and health conditions of the people of the 
Gaza strip, in particular for the 250 000 people leaving in the 
northern area. Many tangible actions at ground level are on-
going with AFD funding such as the current works in Rafah for 
the extension of the waste water network, the support to urban 
infrastructures through MDLF and to social and economic 
activities developed by local NGOs through NDC programmes. 
Through AFD, France has currently projects amounting to 
around 25M€. 

 

 Our programmes are covering also the social and 
educational fields, our cooperation with Universities and 
archaeology, and of course the activities of our Cultural Centre. 
The Center has a long cooperation with PRCS in particular for 
the screening of movies for children. 

 
We hope to be able soon to start the construction of a new 

building for our Centre where we shall be pleased to welcome 
you. 

  
I thank you.  

 


